How are you feeling?
[Facial Recognition as a form of
artificial intelligence]
Preparation
Thermometer

1

Time Estimate
45 min, depending
on group size

Preparation
1. Print and cut out the “face”
cards. (Read through the
activity. That’s about it!).

Materials
--Printed “Face” cards
--Printable worksheet if desired
--Computers to complete the online
facial recognition activity (if possible)
--Two large pieces of poster board
--Markers or pens (one for every 2
students is enough)

Glossary
Facial Recognition

BIG IDEA for Kids

You already know that some tasks are easier
or harder for machines. There are some things
you do every day—-like “reading” emotionsthat are pretty tough for machines! In this
activity, you’ll explore how hard it might be to
transfer your emotion-reading abilities to a
machine. Engineers are already developing
facial recognition software, which is used for
advertising and security.

Open the Window
Is “reading emotions” a particularly human
form of intelligence?
How hard would it be for a machine to read
emotions?
How do you know how someone feels
based on his or her facial expressions?

Activity Instructions
1. Read students the following:
You pick up your phone and see a new email from Sadina. “Maybe it’s about Rio! Is he okay?!” you think, and quickly open it. It
says: “Will Rio remember my face if we give him a new brain?” Hmmm, you think. You remember a passage from the Talk to Me
story:
“I was thinking,” [Sadina] began.
“Yeah, got that,” said Paulie, “from the way your forehead was all wrinkled up,
like it hurt.”
Wait, you think, this is something else Rio’s brain will need to do! After all, being friends with Sadina means being able to tell
when she’s sad and cheer her up. But how could an artificial brain do that—how do I even do that?

2. Write the open window questions on a whiteboard, hand them out, or read them aloud.
3. If you have more than 6 students, divide students into pairs or groups of three or four.
4. Give one set of the “face” cards to each group. Ask students to work together to group the faces on the cards by
age. Tell students to make sure that every member of the group provides an opinion for each card and that
disagreements are important!
5. Ask students to share why they grouped the way they did. What specifically made someone look older or
younger? Were there any that were hard to classify or that members of the group disagreed on?
6. Now ask students to identify emotions for each person in the set, or have them group people by emotion.
7. Again, ask them to identify specific things that made a person seem “happy” or “sad” (or any emotion). Were there
any people who were hard to identify or about whom group members disagreed? Why?
8. If possible, have students complete this online activity:
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/ei_quiz/
9. Ask each student to write one thing they would tell an artificial brain to look for to identify an emotion or emotions on one of the poster boards. On the other poster board, each student should write one thing they would tell
an artificial brain to look for to identify age.
10. Each student should then respond to one comment someone else wrote on each poster board.
11. Put the poster boards where everyone can see them. Have each student provide one observation about what is
written on the posters. This could be something like, “a lot of people disagreed about how to identify sadness” or “a
lot of people were confused about how to identify age.” It should not be an opinion.
12. Have students discuss in groups how difficult it would be for an artificial brain to identify emotions. Each group
should draft an email back to Sadina telling her if they think an artificial brain will be able to recognize her and why.
13. Ask students to choose and complete one of the “View From My Window” prompts in their journals.
14. Provide students with the Extended Learning Question (optional).

How are you feeling?
View From My Window:

Extended/Family Learning
Between now and the next time we meet, brainstorm some possible uses for facial recognition software. Also, try identifying the facial expressions of your family and friends as well as some strangers.
What do you notice? Is it harder to “read” some people than others?

Imaginative Education Tools
Forming Images, Sense of Mystery, Story, Sense of Reality, Extremes and Limits of Reality, Wonder,
Humanizing of Meaning

Teacher Notes:

